Activity Directions

GK: Provide BLMs 16.5A–B Name a Noun.

Preparation:

- Obtain a BEACH BALL. Print BLMs 16.5A–B Name a Noun and cut the cards apart. *(Language and Writing)*

Activity:

**Grammar**
- Play the game Name a Noun. Have students stand in a clear space. Toss a BEACH BALL to a student. When the student catches the ball, read a card from BLMs 16.5A–B Name a Noun and have the student follow the directions or answer the question. Then, direct the student to state another student's name and toss the ball to that person. Play until everyone has had a turn catching the ball. If there are more students than cards, place used cards at the bottom of the stack to be reused.
What is a noun?
person, place, or thing

Say a noun that is brown.

Say a noun that is blue.

Say a noun that is red.

Say a noun that names a person.

Say a noun that is in the room.

Say a noun that is a thing.

Say a noun that names a person.

Say a noun that is yellow.
Say a noun that is black.

Say a noun that is purple.

Say a noun that is your favorite toy.

Say a noun that is a school supply.

Say a noun that is a food.

Say a noun that is a classmate.

Say a noun that is a game.

What is your favorite noun?
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